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[For an easier way to see the full-scale diagrams linked to the thumbnail images on this page 
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2003.] 

 

The most comprehensive collection of technical drawings and detailed descriptions of how some 

types of UFOs work are to be found in the "Andreasson Affair" books (see bibliography page 

http://ufophysics.com/biblio.htm ).  The extra drawings and descriptions by Betty Andreasson (now 

Betty Luca) published by her recently have, I feel, especially helped this new branch of research into 

how these flying craft actually might work and how they might be replicated in the future.  

 

For those who have seen this webpage before on this website, you will notice many new facets in 

this latest theoretical study of how these particular craft work.  No doubt there will be even more 

discoveries to come as time progresses. 
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I now believe that at the heart of the Andreasson type UFO, use is made of very powerful magnetic 

fields (generated by the craft to expand outward into the air surrounding these flying discs) to alternately 

energize and store a vast amount of electrical energy in one magnetic field.  And then to force that vast 

store of energy back into the center of the craft by collapsing that field.  And with another magnetic field 

transverse to it, to densify and redirect that vast store of electrical energy out and down through the 

craft's center to transform that electrical energy into a propulsive force of great velocity and power. 

 

That both magnetic fields are alternately generated and then collapsed -- and that they oppose each 

other -- ensures a continual movement and excitation of electrical energy and, consequently, a very 

visible generation of high energy photons around them.  Hence, when these craft are energizing their 

electric fields, colored light and white light are given off as the sea of electrons changes in speed and 

direction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Andreasson UFO ship 
 

The drawings of the overall shape of the UFO craft published in the first of the Andreasson Affair 

books were slightly misleading (see Figure1).  But as the additional publications of the Andreasson 

Affair series progressed, a greater insight into the craft's shape and indeed its internal functions could be 

appreciated.  And when Betty Luca's most recent booklets were published by her in 1999 -- which 

included detailed drawings of the craft's "power system" -- a much more comprehensive understanding 

of their workings could be gleaned (see Figure 2).  It will be to those internal functions of the UFO 

craft's power system and the generation of the magnetic fields it utilizes that this webpage will be 

dedicated. 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 

 

The Lower Section of the UFO ship 

 

While the top section of the craft -- the section which contains the various medical examination 

rooms, the human transporting chamber, and the actual control center that the ETs use to operate the 

craft -- are very interesting and are amply described in the various Andreasson books, I consider the 

lower part of the craft where the electrical energy is generated and manipulated to be even more 

interesting.  In the lower part of the craft are fundamentally 2 co-operating components: (1) the large 

toroidal shaped casing which generates the main magnetic field, and (2) the rotating assembly of 

spherical conductors which collapse the main magnetic field and generate a central magnetic field that 

forces charged particles through the base of the craft at great velocity. 

 

Most of the structures of these craft are made from Aluminum or Magnesium.  Sometimes laminated 

with other materials to aid their conductivity or storage of electric charge.  And sometimes formed with 

a honeycomb structuring for strength and lightness.  Also in the Andreasson type of UFO, some of the 

components are formed from a glass/quartz-like material now known as "Quasi-Crystal" which -- as 

recent research suggests -- is formed from a Hydrogen-crystal structure used as a high-energy storage 

material (see 'Crystal Sphere-Sets' section below). 

 

But as with all things made by aliens of an advanced scientific wisdom, whatever material they have 

used appears to have undergone rigorous modification so as to facilitate an enhancement of that 

material's fundamental attributes.  For example; the quasi-crystal spheres which rotate in the center of 

the craft seem to be embedded with metal rods or wires to modify the way electric charge reacts inside 

such a material.  Fluids are used for their electromagnetic qualities when circulated through their 

casings; gases also for their polarizability when circulated through their casings.  It's alien engineering 

… but engineering that is not-too-distant from our own.  And the basics of it are certainly 

understandable in our realms of physics. 
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The Toroid 

 

The largest component of the lower section of the craft is a toroidal casing specifically manufactured 

so that its cross-section is 3-pointed and that all 3 corners -- or edges of the toroid (or arced-toroid) -- 

exhibit 3 different degrees of acuteness.  Such a structure points to the laws of electrostatics... any 

volume made up of varying curves and sharp points exhibits a variety of electrical densities at those 

curves and points when the whole is charged up electrically.  This UFO displays such technology in 

abundance (see Figure 3).  [StealthSkater note: would this also explain the Black Triangle craft?] 

 

 

Figures 3/3a 

 

Contained inside the toroid is an electrically polarizable fluid that when rotated round the toroid 

generates a magnetic field that extends far outside the craft.  Exactly what that fluid is contained inside 

the toroid is subject to further research.  Possibly it is a gas in the form of Deuterium gas (Deuterium can 

be electrolyzed out of water as a "heavy hydrogen" gas and separated from the oxygen of water) which 

can be ionized by passing an electric current through it (see note 1).  It could be that the toroid holds a 

liquid as simple as water modified in such a way as to be insulating, but carrying metallic suspensoids so 

as to generate electrical charges. 

 

Another possibility might be that an electrolytic liquid containing metallic particles could be used 

and propelled inside the toroid's insulating walls so as to induce extremely high voltage electrostatic 

charges by interface charge separation, laminar charge separation, or triboelectric charging (of the 
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different types of conducting and dielectric substances) within the fluid as it is moved (see note 2) 

around the toroid.  As the fluid's electric charge builds up, the more conductive metallic suspensoids in 

the insulating fluid would move toward the insides of the sharp-pointed circumferential edges by 

dielectrophoretic motion to where the field intensity in the liquid would be at its highest (see note 3) 

(also see non-uniform electric fields page http://ufophysics.com/nonuni.htm ) and consequently 

creating potential-difference zones at different places around the toroid (see Figure4). 

 

Figure 4 

 

In all cases, the toroid would need to be made of an insulating material -- perhaps a metal like 

Aluminum laminated with insulating skins (see note 4).  This would be necessary to prevent electric 

charge leaking away from the inner fluid through the toroid's casing.  Also, if the casing were of an 

insulating material, diffuse layers would form on the outside surfaces of the toroid opposite in polarity to 

the fluid inside the toroid. 

 

As soon as the fluid generated an electric current and a 

magnetic field, there would then follow a Lorentz force reaction 

in the toroid's fluid which governs how the electrical charges 

separate from each other and interact with magnetic field lines 

within that body of fluid, within that particular toroidal shape, 

which providing the fluid is moved around the toroid as a clock-

wise (from above) flow would ensure that the top section of the 

toroid's fluid was negatively polarized and the bottom section 

positively polarized.  Furthermore, because of the distinct 

differences in the degree of arc at the 3 corners of the toroid's 

cross-section the electric density (negative) would be highest at 

the top inner corner of the toroid, while the top outer corner (still 

http://ufophysics.com/nonuni.htm
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negative) would exhibit a slightly lower electric density - charge density being inversely proportional to 

radius of curvature. 

 

The other polarity of electric charge (positive) would concentrate itself inside the sharp-pointed 

lower inner corner of the toroid.  And providing the fluid is in continual motion, those polarities would 

always predominate in these areas.  All 3 corners, of course, denote the whole of their circumferences 

around this 40-foot diameter toroid.  And it can be readily seen that by such an arrangement of 

densifying of the charges into such small volumes represents a high concentration of the available 

electrical energy generated by the large volume of fluid in the toroid into a relatively small amount of 

surface area at the toroid's corners. 

 

As mentioned above, electric charges cannot be conducted directly from the charge-accumulating 

fluid of the toroid through its walls and corners.  There will, however, be a capacitive effect which will 

accumulate charges of an opposite polarity on the outside surfaces which will correspond to the inner 

ones in intensity and location.  Thus there would be a build-up of positive charge on the top-inner corner 

of the toroid outside the casing (and a build-up of positive charge on the outside of the top-outer corner) 

and, correspondingly, a build-up of negative charge on the outside of the bottom-inner corner throughout 

their circumferences.  These diffuse layers of electric charge occur most effectively when the liquid is 

moving.  And the faster the polarized fluid moves inside the toroid, the more pronounced will be the 

separation effect of the electrical ions of the differently moving outside diffuse layers of the toroid. 

 

 

Figure 5 

 

In this respect, the charges that accumulate outside in the space around the lower inner edge of the 

toroid in its diffuse layer that encircles the base disc assembly would be negative.  And the charges 

accumulating around the outside of the whole of the top plane and outer circumference of the toroid 
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would be positive (see Figures 5 and 5a).  Inside the craft, over the top horizontal plane of the toroid 

and beneath the base of the dome shell, the induced electrical charges react with the toroid’s magnetic 

field so as to form a horizontally rotating field of positive ions (see note 5). 

 

 

Figure 5a 

 

This revolving positive field inside the craft helps create an electric sink for the normal air outside 

the craft to initiate an inflow through the craft's circumferential duct of polarized and neutrally charged 

air which -- as soon as it passes through the aerodynamically-shaped craft's circumferential duct and 

over the toroid's electrically-charged outer edge -- becomes ionized from the effect of sharp-edge 

ionization (see Figure 5).  The duct is especially designed to provide an upper curved surface to act as a 

constrictor of air flow to speed up the air flow (like a venturi) under it to thereby create a low-pressure 

area inside the duct, and also to move the incoming air directly over the toroid's ionizing sharp edge. 

 

Centrifugal Store of Electrons 

 

Another factor which enforces the positive and neutral air particles in the craft's center is the toroid's 

pulsing magnetic field.  When this magnetic field is momentarily generated, it expands far out into the 

air surrounding the craft.  And by the Lorentz force, any negatively-charged particle in-or-around the 

craft will be accelerated into its moving flux lines into a circulating path around the craft.  Electrons will 

be forced by this field to spiral out from the craft and spin round this magnetic field as an external sheet 

of permanently excited electric energy. 
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Figures 6/6a 
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This Coriolis thrust upon the electrons will also exert on them a centrifugal force increasing their 

mass significantly (see note 6) as they spin as an external electrical sheet around the outside of the UFO 

(also see the excellent paper on "Magnetic Vortex" by Stefan Marinov). 

 

 

Figure 7 

 

Because the toroid generates both an upper and a lower pulsed magnetic field -- and that the 

intensity of one adds to the intensity of the other -- the forces upon the outward spiraling electrons will 

be even greater than having just one oblate spheroid field.  This is where the bulk of the UFO craft's 

energy is stored.  It is in the form of accelerated electrons extracted from the craft and from the air 

surrounding it.  And these sheets of energy are held outside of the craft (see Figure 7 and 7a) 

momentarily until the toroid's double magnetic field is made to collapse back into the center of the craft. 

 

 

Figure 7a 
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Inner Magnetic Ring 

 

 

Figure 8 

 

It was difficult to understand the purpose of the inner ring (see Figure 8) from the initial 

descriptions of the UFO that would take Betty Luca (then Andreasson) on her nocturnal visits to an alien 

world.  But from the details she forwarded in books like The Watchers by Raymond Fowler and from 

her own booklets Extraterrestrial Communications - A Step Beyond Tomorrow (Pt I & Pt II - 1999), it 

eventually became clear that inside this ring was a fluid formulated to energize a strong magnetic field. 

 

More especially, it was used to energize a magnetic field which enlarged and re-routed the main 

magnetic fields of the toroid which encircled it (see Figures 8a-8c).  Briefly, in these cross-section 

figures, it can be seen that the magnetic flux lines of the upper and lower toroid fields run parallel to the 

horizontal axis of the wheels of the sphere set assemblies.  But in Figure 8b, it shows that when the 

ring's magnetic field is energized it pulls the toroid's upper field down below the ring to ensure that these 

magnetic flux lines traverse the wheels (and the arms that hold them) perpendicular to the wheel's 

horizontal axis.  What that means and what that does will be covered in the following section on the 

Crystal Sphere Sets below after a brief description of the sphere sets. 
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Figures 8a/8b/8c 
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Crystal Sphere-Sets 
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The central rotating assembly is made up of 4 sphere-sets (or 3 sphere-sets (see Figure 9), which 

will work just as well for the effect they produce is just the same as will be seen below) held equally 

spaced in a metallic plate or disc.  The base disc is formed in such a way as to fit inside the perimeter of 

the circular inner lower edge of the toroid so as to be able to rotate freely with the sphere-sets (but to 

possibly form an electrostatic coupling with the charges on the lower edge of the toroid).  This base disc 

also has a small diameter emission hole of about 6 inches at its center.  And it may or may not be 

advantageous to have this base disc made of a non-magnetic metal to create eddy currents from the 

lower magnetic flux lines of the toroid (see note 7). 

 

Between the small upper sphere and the large lower sphere is a hollow stem made of Aluminum or 

gray metal, smooth-curved, that looks as if it might be made of corrugated Aluminum.  Extending out 

from these stems are arms made of hollow Aluminum tube which hold on an axle a glass or crystal 

wheel that is free to rotate (see note 8). 

 

 

Figure 9a 

 

This stem with arms and the two spheres and the wheel (see Figure 9a and 9b) is what I refer to as 

the "sphere-set" and which Betty Luca describes as "machines" (in reference to their ability to hover in 

the air of their own accord when detached from the main body of the UFO with a mechanism that is 

probably hidden inside the aluminum stem that is not wholly relevant to the fundamental function of 
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these sphere-sets and their interaction with the electric fields of the toroid when they remain located 

inside the craft.  This extra ability of the sphere-sets awaits further detailed research if necessary). 

 

 

Figure 9b 

 

The arm and wheel of each of the 4 (or 3) sphere-sets locates the whole central assembly in the 

toroid's central cavity.  And the wheels -- resting on the inner ring -- allow it to turn along the inner 

concave wall of the toroid so that all the sphere-sets attached in the base disc can be rotated about a 

vertical axis on an even plane as one assembly. 

 

The construction of the wheels and arms holding them is truly ingenious.  And once again, the most 

recent descriptions of them (see Figure 9a above) afford a much improved understanding of how they 

work.  For inside the glass/crystal wheels are radial wires or metal rods.  And when they line up 

perpendicular to the toroid wall, they will form a path of electrical conduction from the charged spheres 

through the metal arms to the electrical charges accumulated in the fluid inside the toroid!  That those 

rods or wires have a specially shaped terminal at their peripheral ends is indicative of a charge-focusing 

devise (probably needed to concentrate the charge into a narrow beam that will penetrate through the 

toroid wall to allow conduction to take place). 

 

Further, when conduction does take place and that flow of electrons creates its own magnetic field 

around the arms and the wires/rods of the wheel that magnetic field will react against the magnetic flux 

lines of the upper and lower toroid fields and by Lorentz force (see Figure 10a) (and Figures 10b,10c 

for an alternative configuration), the whole sphere-set will be moved sideways around the inside walls of 

the toroid! 
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Figure 10a 
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Figures 10b/c 

 

This is where the magnetic field created by the inner ring comes in; as mentioned above (and in 

Figures 8a-8c) when the toroid's magnetic flux lines are in their normal position those flux lines run 

parallel to the arms and the conducting rods inside the wheels.  Hence, no Lorentz force and no sideways 

movement of the central sphere-set assembly.  But when the fluid inside the ring is energized and pulls 
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down the toroid's upper flux lines below it, the whole central sphere-set assembly rotates just like an 

electric motor! 

 

From the illustrations extracted from Betty Luca's books (of Figure 9a and 9b above) and from her 

descriptions (see Figure 11), it can be seen that the crystal spheres the ETs are using seem to be highly-

charged with electrical energy (particularly as they were seen by Betty Luca to pulsate at their cores 

with bright colors).  This matches the description of the newly discovered quasi-crystals with their 

unique crystalline symmetry (see BEC quasi-crystals page http://ufophysics.com/bettybec.htm ) and 

the exotic manufacturing process that has also been recently discovered whereby hydrogen quasi-

crystals can now be produced.  The classified research now underway suggests that these crystals can be 

turned into high-energy storage spheres just like these Andreasson ones and the hydrogen crystals that 

remained intact from the UFO craft at the Roswell crash site). 

 

 

 

But in this Andreasson-type UFO, these large crystal spheres (and possibly the small top spheres 

also) are specifically constructed with conducting rods or wires embedded into them so that, 

presumably, electric charge can conduct into the core of the sphere along the conducting wires/rods to 

form some sort of non-uniform electric field.  Or so that the power can be channeled from the core and 

drawn off at designated points around the sphere's circumference in pulses. 

 

http://ufophysics.com/bettybec.htm
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Figure 11 
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In addition to this electric charge accumulation function of the spheres, there is a further mechanism.  

Just by looking at the process of turning the sphere-set assembly (as described above), that allows some 

of this accumulated electric charge to leak through the sphere-set arms and wheels into the neutral area 

of the surrounding toroid (see Figure 12).  For as in an electric circuit, the neutral potential is mid-way 

between the positive voltage and the negative voltage.  But in this case, a transfer of charge into the 

neutral area of the toroid would presumably increase the potential difference between the negative and 

positive areas and by the capacitive effect make the diffuse layers more energized. 

 

 

Figure 12 

 

Through the aluminum stems between them, the large lower spheres are used to transfer electric 

energy into the small upper spheres.  For as in electrostatics, if 2 spheres -- one large and one small -- 

are inter-connected by a conductive link so that both spheres are at the same potential, then the intensity 

of charge on the small sphere will be much greater than that of the large sphere (i.e., density is inversely 

proportional to radius of curvature).  Recent research looking into the possibility that these stems might 

be formed of coils is proving fruitful and allows that coils in the stems could control a magnetic field 

that could be energized between the upper and lower spheres.  Particularly if they are Quasi-Crystal 

spheres (see Figure 12a). 
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Figure 12a 

 

Another important and recent discovery about these upper and lower spheres is they both revolve 

about the vertical axis of the stem.  Presumably to ensure that when electric current is conducted by 

them that current is spread round the whole circumference of the sphere so as to induce a uniform 

magnetic field around them.  Both spheres rotate at different speeds. 

 

Transverse magnetic field 

 

When the upper small sphere (from its electrical connection to the charge accumulated lower sphere) 

saturates with a high enough density of negative electric charge, the insulating effect of the air between 

it and the positive diffuse layer of charges rotating above the toroid inside the craft will breakdown (see 

note 9).  And all the negative charge accumulated in each of the lower spheres will flow up around the 

outside surface of the sphere-set stems, over the upper spheres into the diffuse layer above the toroid 

(see Figure 13). 
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Figure 13 

 

This achieves 2 results.  One, the flow of electrons along this conductive path will set up a magnetic 

field around the sphere-sets whose lines of flux will be perpendicular (or transverse) to the main field of 

the toroid (see Figure 14).  And two, as a result of this flow into the positive diffuse layer above the 

toroid, it will neutralize that layer and momentarily reverse-polarize (by reverse emf) the fluid flowing 

inside the toroid to collapse the toroid's magnetic field that extends outside the craft (see Figure 13a). 

 

The full effect of the collapse of the toroid's magnetic field and its sheet of rotating electrons will be 

covered in the next section.  Because to fully appreciate its effect, firstly the transverse field needs to be 

looked at. 

 

The large bulky shape of the sphere-sets with their large lower sphere is not cumbersome designing 

but wholly relevant to how this transverse magnetic field is shaped around them and how this field 

works. 
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Figure 13a 

 

 

Figure 14 
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Figures 14a/b 

 

A conducting sphere-set on its own will have as its magnetic field a series of flux rings around it 

perpendicular to the stem's axis (perpendicular to the flow of current) (see Figure 14a), as the current is 

flowing upward the flux lines will flow in a clockwise direction around it.  But when all 4 (or 3) sphere-

sets conduct simultaneously, a composite magnetic field establishes itself and a strange arrangement 

occurs within that composite magnetic field (see Figure 14b).  For while the outer flux lines of that 

transverse field will turn clockwise, the inside flux lines will turn anti-clockwise. 

 

In such an arrangement, the inner magnetic field will always be much stronger than the outer 

because the inner field is confined whereas the outer is not.  Especially as this inner field -- because of 

the 'conical' shape of the sphere-sets --is shaped itself into a conical field, more constricted at the bottom 

than at its mouth which is at the level of the top spheres (see Figures 14c-14f).  As can be seen in 
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Figures 14e and 14f, the exact same phenomenon occurs whether there are 4 sphere-sets or 3 sphere-

sets. 

 

 

Figures 14c/d/e/f 

 

Below the craft will be a similar arrangement, the outer part of each lower sphere will conduct the 

electrons of the toroid's lower negative diffuse layer and consequently induce anti-clockwise flux lines 

(as viewed from below), while the flux lines inside the paths of conduction will be clockwise (as viewed 

from below - see Figure 14g).  The flux lines of both sections of the inner transverse magnetic field 

circulating above-and-below the base disc will rotate in the same direction  -- meaning that any 

negatively charged particle caught inside the center of the craft will be forced downward (by the Lorentz 

force) through the central exit vent in the base disc and out below the craft. 
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Figure 14g 

 

Collapsing field 

 

When the toroid's diffuse layers have been discharged and the fluid inside the toroid reverse-

polarized and its magnetic field collapses, the collapsing field will bring with it the vast store of 

circulating electrons that it had previously formed outside the craft in the surrounding air back into the 

craft's center to the very mouth of the inner cone of the newly formed transverse field (see Figure 15a).  

This mass of spinning electrons now compressed and even more excited by a magnetic field which has 

reversed its flux direction, decreased in volume, and has greatly increased in flux density will be 

extremely energetic and accelerated (see note 10 and 11).  For this reason, the magnetic field 

surrounding the spinning electrons will not collapse completely but will hold with the electrons, keeping 

them together and confined until they are forced en masse by the Lorentz force down the magnetic core 

(the inner cone at the center of the sphere-sets) and out through the small exit vent in the middle of the 

base disc. 
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Figures 16/16a 
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Figures 15/15a 
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Alternating Magnetic fields 

 

 

Figures 17/17a 
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After the spinning electrons have been forced out below the craft -- and because the transverse 

magnetic field will collapse when current ceases to flow up through the sphere-sets after the 

neutralization of the diffuse layers -- the fluid in the toroid will once again revert to its 'normal' 

polarization and re-create its magnetic field and also the 2 oppositely charged diffuse layers above-and-

below it (for no electric charge will have been actually lost from the toroid's fluid - only will its content 

have changed polarity momentarily while the toroid's diffuse layers were being neutralized).  And so the 

whole cycle repeats itself all over again and again. 

 

The 2 magnetic fields (of the toroid and the transverse) would be made to resonate together.  This 

creates the vector for gravity manipulation (also see what Hermann Oberth --chief scientist and adviser 

to Col. Corso -- had to say about a UFO's electromagnetic field - note 17). 

 

 

One more thing...  That the lower spheres are said to pulsate with light (of all colors of the rainbow) 

is indicative of the electrical energy of the atoms and molecules in the fields of charged particles 

surrounding them being pummeled and stressed by the changes in the magnetic fields of the craft.  

Indeed, the electrical environment of whole UFO craft is so extreme that atoms in the air surrounding 

them undergo tremendous forces.  The orbiting electrons of those atoms get thrown out of their normal 

energy orbits and jump in-and-out of their adjacent energy bands exhibiting all sorts of photon emission 

as they do.  This throwing off of colored photons is the visual effect of extreme Fermi level energy-

exchanges of when electrons are accelerated, decelerated, and forced to flow in the opposite direction -- 

phenomena which occurs at least 4 times every cycle of the 2 opposing magnetic fields energizing and 

collapsing.  

 

The highly-compressed field of spinning electrons stored outside the craft -- for instance, by the time 

they are forced back into the craft and out through the vent in the base disc -- would be so highly 

energized when they exited below the craft that they would appear as a flash of bright light from the 

photons given off in such abundance (see note 12). 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 This new series of booklets compiled by Betty (Andreasson) Luca contains many more 

illustrations of the UFO crafts encountered by her.  But more especially, they contain 

teachings about our Universe from the ET perspective.  Most importantly, these booklets 

contain the WARNINGS from the ET beings about the dire condition of our Sun.  These 

messages -- transmitted in a mixture of Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, English, Hebrew, and Arabic 

words (as well as in glyphic script) -- relate to a disaster event that will befall the Earth in the 

not-too-distant future.  Be Warned!  They are available from: 

 

Betty Luca, 98 Canterbury D.,  

West Palm Beach, Fla. 33417-6844, USA.  

 

The first 2 booklets -- "Extraterrestrial Communications - A Step Beyond Tomorrow" Part I and 

"Extraterrestrial Communications - A Step Beyond Tomorrow" Part II by Betty Luca -- are $12.00 each 

(plus $1.50 shipping & handling each for US delivery; $3.00 shipping & handling each for countries 

outside U.S.).  U.S. checks and other money orders should be made payable to Betty Luca.  They are not 

available in bookstores but ONLY by mail order from Betty Luca herself. 
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Notes 

 

note 1) Deuterium is hydrogen water without oxygen and can be produced by electrolysis from normal 

water.  Deuterium when pressurized then breaks down into atoms and converts to a conductive 

fluid.  To lend credence to the deuterium theory is the fact that several observers have reported 

seeing UFOs hovering over the sea and over lakes apparently drawing up into them huge 

quantities of water.  But are they taking in and retaining the water?  Or are they processing it 

for Deuterium and dumping the residue?  Betty Luca herself mentions watching this 

phenomenon (in "Watchers" p54) and she does actually mention seeing sparks of electricity 

flying all over the place when the process was taking place!  Another ET contactee, Herbert 

Shirmer was told by the ETs that UFO ships take water from our reservoirs, rivers, and lakes in 

order to draw power from it (Beyond Earth: Man's Contact With UFOs by Ralph and Judy 

Blum (1974) p117). 

 

note 2) As an example of laminar or streamline flow, a liquid flowing through a channel of uniform 

cross-section -- depending on its viscosity -- will flow as a series of parallel layers (or 

laminae).  The layers in immediate contact with the walls will be at rest while those layers 

close to the center of the channel will be fast-flowing.  And therefore the liquid will form into 

intermediate layers, especially when the channel is curved.  With respect to such laminar flow, 

insulating fluids can generate large amounts of electrostatic charge simply by moving them 

through insulated curved containers (as with the case of petroleum storage and distribution 

where a lot of research is done on eliminating these large and potentially hazardous electric 

charges -- created when they are pumped -- by dispersing them through ground conductors). 

 

Further on from the above example of layering is when suspensoids are introduced into an 

insulating fluid.  Because in the presence of the electric and magnetic fields around the toroid, 

the suspensoids in its fluid will move at differing speeds relative to whether they are 

dielectrics, paraelectrics, or ferroelectrics with differing magnetic susceptibilities.  The fluid in 

the toroid will behave much like a solid dielectric does with a variety of positive and negative 

charge domains.  And those factors will subsequently effect the fluid's electrostatic charging. 

 

How the liquid is composed and how that composition reacts to electric and magnetic fields 

greatly affects its electric-charging capabilities.  See, for instance, Patrick Flanagan's 

research into the surface tension of negatively-charged colloidal water, extracting from a small 

volume of water when spun in a vortex an electric charge of 10,000 volts Secrets of the Soil by 

Peter Tompkins & Christopher Bird (1991) p109; "Experiments on the Sign of Electric Charge 

Assumed by a Metal Immersed in a Liquid" in Physical Review Vol 22 (1923) p134-6; the 

Reynolds fluid research in Elementary Fluid Mechanics by Robert L. Street et al (1996) p231-

5; in "The Feynman Lectures on Physics" by Richard P. Feynman et al (1970) Vol 2 p41-6 to 

41-10; and of course Schauberger's work on high voltage generation from water in "The 

Energy Evolution" by Callum Coats (2000) especially Schauberger's mention of producing 200 

million volts from water (p43).  Also see "Magnetic Fluids - Engineering Applications" 

B.M.Berkovsky (1993) pp.20 for water-based magnetic fluids. 

 

note 3) Dielectrophoresis occurs in a non-uniform electric field.  As for instance, if a small electrode is 

central to a larger, cylindrical electrode and the lines of electric flux converge toward the 

central electrode like spokes in a wheel, that non-uniform field will cause polarized (neutral) 

particles to move toward the strongest part of its electric flux -- at the center where the lines of 

force converge.  Opposite to this dielectrophoretic motion is electrophoresis, which is an 

attraction of charged particles to the terminal of opposite polarity.  From "The Motion and 
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Precipitation of Suspensoids in Divergent Electric Fields" by Herbert A Pohl in Journal of 

Applied Physics vol 22, p871, (1951).  Also see 1980 "Annual Report Conf. Elec. Insul. & 

Dielectric Phenomena" (National Academy Press - Washington) pp82 (T.B.Jones). 

 

note 4) The arced-toroid -- while it should be made of an insulating material or a laminate of metal-

insulator-metal materials -- some descriptions describe it as a glass-plastic material or that 

some metals inside the craft become transparent with an applied electric field.  But this 

transparency effect must be down to an alignment procedure of the metal on a molecular level 

and must be established upon its construction-materialization process.  Actually, the 

transparency effect of metals has been mentioned by many independent witnesses and 

experiencers such as Travis Walton, Daniel Fry, Betty Andreasson Luca, and Bob Lazar, et al.  

So its obviously prevalent. 

 

Herbert Schirmer (a Nebraskan police patrolman who was a "guest" of our visiting friends 

in 1967 and who was taken eventually to a mothership) was told by the ETs that the craft he 

was transported in was made of a pure Magnesium (Beyond Earth: Man's Contact With UFOs 

by Ralph and Judy Blum (1974) p119). 

 

An extraterrestrial artifact of a miniature UFO found in England had an alternate coupling 

of Copper (non-magnetic)-Polystyrene (insulator)-Copper where (according to the lab reports 

from the Cavendish Laboratory of Cambridge and the Department of Metallurgy at Manchester 

University) the Copper had a non-crystalline structure and the Polystyrene had an unusually 

high mass.  And spread throughout the various layers was a fine magnetic powder.  Was it 

some sort of hint as to how a real UFO is structured?  (See "UFO Quest" (1994) [retitled 

"Unidentified Flying Objects" in 1999] by Alan Watts p47-8.) 

 

Molecular alignment is in Corso's book The Day After Roswell p115 (p/back p125).  In the 

same book, Corso also says that one of the craft he worked with had an outer shell made from a 

thin alloy of pure Silver and Copper.  And that this metal was "remarkable for its conductivity 

as if the entire craft was an electrical circuit offering no resistance to the flow of current.", ibid 

p107 (p/back p117) (see a short summary of his references to UFO technology in the Corso 

Page).  Presumably -- as in the case of the Roswell samples -- such extra ion content enhances 

the polarizability of the metal. 

 

According to "New Scientist" Danijel Djurek (a physicist at A.Volta Applied Ceramics in 

Zagreb, Croatia) has discovered a new 'magic formula' for a superconducting ceramic that 

works reliably at room temperature.  The Croatian scientists says that current will flow without 

resistance through the material which is a mixture of lead, lead carbonate, and silver oxides at 

up to about 30°C (from New Scientist, March 31, 2001).  This follows their very recent 

discovery that the chemical magnesium diboride superconducts at temperatures almost twice 

those needed for previously-known metallic superconductors to work (from New Scientist, 

March 3, 2001, p 6). 

 

And contrary to the misguided belief by some scientists that a UFO -- in order to travel 

through Earth's atmosphere -- has to withstand tremendous amounts of heat, at its outer shell-

casings a UFO has a temperature completely unaffected by air-friction.  Because through the 

electrochemical reactions and boundary-layer effects of the electronic ionizing of the 

propulsion systems it uses, it produces a "soft" buffer to the air-medium it travels through and 

even against the 'supersonic barrier effect'.  And so a UFO does not have a "hard edge" to 

produce air friction with.  Apparently, American, British, and Russian physicists have for a 

long while been working on this very same principle -- to provide reduced air-drag for 
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commercial aircraft (see an article called "Plasma Magic" by Justin Mullins in New Scientist 

Oct 28, 2000).  And I do believe the B2 bomber had a similar facility too (as seen in numerous 

photographs of B-2A bombers flying over Edwards air force base sporting electronic "vapor" 

plumes, recently "released" via a special edition of Airforces Monthly - "Planes 2: The Next 

Generation" in October 2000 in the UK). 

 

note 5) When the magnetic fields begin to resonate, the flux lines will create electrical eddy currents 

over the under-face of the floor surface (see Figure 3) so that a skin of charged particles will 

circulate around the surface (in conjunction with the other circulating fields). 

 

The top surface of the radial planar guide is also the base and floor (or main deck) of the 

upper "operations" section of the craft.  It would be made of laminated metal that shields the 

upper section from the electrostatic fields (by Faraday Effect) and to some degree the 

electromagnetic fields generated by the toroid below.  The base can be capacitively-coupled (or 

directly coupled) to the upper outside dome-shell of the craft so as to enable the metallic dome 

to acquire an outside positive charge.  The dome itself can be made to store a tremendous 

amount of electrical energy over its whole surface area if it is structured as a capacitor (i.e., 

laminated with very thin layers of insulating/dielectric material -- the thinner the more 

enhanced will be the capacitive effect -- in between various layers of conducting materials). 

 

note 6) "Einstein derived his equation from the Special Theory of Relativity.  One way to glimpse the 

link is to reflect on the fact that material bodies cannot go faster than light. So what happens if 

you just go ahead and try to accelerate a particle of matter through the light barrier?  This is 

precisely the sort of thing that physicists working with subatomic particles do with their giant 

accelerator machines.  The result is that as the particle gets nearer the speed-of-light, it 

becomes heavier (i.e., puts on mass).  (An electron whirling around inside the LEP accelerator, 

for example, weighed about 200,000 times an electron at rest).  This makes the particle harder 

and harder to speed up."  (From "How To Build a Time Machine" by Paul Davies (2001) 

p27/28.) 

 

When an electron's mass increases from an acceleration of velocity, its electrical charge 

remains the same.  However, its magnetic field strength increases in proportion to it's velocity.  

And according to the Schuster equation, its gravitational constant Gc is a resultant of the 

proportion between P (its magnetic field moment) and U (its angular momentum).  (See, for 

instance, Andrija Puharich's Beyond Telepathy (1962) p180-3).  And for another interesting 

look at increased mass-density from accelerated particles, see Ron Heath's What is Gravity 

webpage. 

 

note 7) To assist the inner transverse magnetic field project the spinning electron field down through the 

central exit vent in the base disc when the transverse field becomes energized, it may be 

advantageous to have this base disc made of a non-magnetic material such as Aluminum which 

would convert the magnetic flux of the lower toroid's field to a rotating electric field (eddy 

current) around its surfaces (above and below), which will supplement the action of other 

charged particles spinning around the large lower spheres by their interactions with the same 

magnetic field when that field collapses.  Such rotations of electric charge just outside of the 

exit vent would form a flux-constricting force for the newly energizing inner core of the 

transverse field. 

 

note 8) There may be located in the arms a semiconductor type of current-flow control that allows 

voltage pressure to remain accumulated in the lower and upper spheres and only allow 

conduction through the arms when it is required. 
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note 9) Still air normally has a breakdown field strength of 3x10
6
 Volts/meter. 

 

note 10) As the field of electrons get forced back into the center of the craft, the angular momentum of 

that spinning sheet increases.  But the question is what happens to the extra centrifugal mass 

gained by the electrons in the outer magnetic field (as in note 6 above)?  Does it increase 

even more when the sheet is brought inward and therefore increase its magnetic field strength 

and alter the gravitational constant of the spinning electrons? 

 

And what of the air surrounding the outside spinning sheet of electrons?  It would be 

positively charged.  But when the electrons suddenly imploded into the craft, there would be a 

tremendous electrical stress in the volume of air between it and the craft. 

 

 

note 11) A rotating electric field stores kinetic energy and electrical energy (with its force-field acting 

from its center to its outside region) (Plasma - The Fourth State of Matter, D.A. Frank-

Kamenetskii (Trans. J. Norwood) 1972 p86). 

 

note 12) It would seem logical that the higher the color is up the spectrum (i.e., blue-white), the higher 

is the energy exchange that is creating it.  A UFO glowing red or orange would therefore be 

running at "low revs".  Ad when its emission progress through yellow, green, and blue, it 

would be energizing "through the gears" and be "flat out" pulsating with a bright-white haze 

around it. 

 

note 13) Of the many video shots I've seen of UFOs, especially filmed over Mexico, a light haze 

(sometimes colored) can be clearly seen around the craft.  But more precisely, the energy haze 

is usually slightly above and to one side of the craft.  That's electronic ambient phenomena. 

 

note 17) See the excellent article "The Roswell EBE/UFO Interface" by William A. Kent in UFO - The 

Science & Phenomena Magazine vol 17 # 4 (Aug-Sep 2002) pp62-7 drawn from Corso's 

unpublished manuscripts.  Wherein it states that the German physicist Oberth told Corso that 

the Roswell craft had no recognizable engine as such, but that it utilized a system which 

reprocessed electromagnetic energy drawn from space itself to energize a supplementary 

electromagnetic field around the craft which replenished itself from the atomistic energy 

around it in space.  Also see, of course, The Day After Roswell by Col. Philip J. Corso (1997). 

 

 

if on the Internet, Press  <BACK>  on your browser  to return to the 

previous page  (or go to www.stealthskater.com) 

else if accessing these files from the CD in a MS-Word session, simply <CLOSE> this file's 

window-session; the previous window-session should still remain 'active' 

 


